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1. INTil.ODUC'i'ION. One of H.e most perplexing
problems forecasters face today is how to
effectively use the fuyria~ of aVJilable
information in preparing forecasts. Even if
time was a;)um!ant, the task would oe dif
ficult because forecasting aids are mixtures
of products trom Jifferent models, tecll
nique~, and data bases; valid for different
times or time intervals; anu presented in
many different ways. Simply pUt, forecasters
are ~iven numerous bits and pieces of data
that never fit together perfectly; yet, they
must assemble 311 the various parts, inter
pret implications of each bit of infor
mation, resolve all inconsistencies, and put
everything together as an operationally
sound forecast.

Through years of experience, forecasters
generally learn to do most of these things
in their head and still derive a fairly
clear picture o( what's huppening. llowever,
new Corecasters usually don't have that
ability and frequently develop the oad habit
of relying too heavily on only a few centra
lized aids and ignoring the rest. '!"Ids has
become a critical problem in many units
because there is no real ·pro· around to
teach good habits or procedures, and it's
getting worse as the experience level
declines.

In an attempt to resolve this problem, we
conducted a study which focused primarily on
methods for improving use of centralized
guidance. 'rhe study began with an evaluation
of worksheets used by 7~1 units and guidance
available for developing them. Our search
lead to a thorough revie~ of worksheets, and
their effectiveness. This teclmlcal note
describes our findings and recommendations.

1.1. Common \'leaknesses in I'o'orksheets.
Several different pUblications furnish
guidelines for designing uorksheets, but the
~rimary source available to all units is l\\'1$
TR ~lll, Preparation o( Ternlinal Forecast
Worksheets. It contdins an excellent ue
scription of the objective of worksheets and
features the} :;hould contain. 'rhi~ guiuance
also prorootes two serious deficiencies which
thwart the objective: Insufficient oetail
ana poor organiz<l.tion.

1.1.1. Insufficient Detail. This deficiency
refers to inadequate information concerning
Wdi::N nl<ljor changes in key predictors will
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take place and how SIG1HFICAN7 those changes
~I:'ll be. Substantial changes in predictors
sucn as temperature, stability, moisture,
vortici ty, etc., frequently occur dur ing a
24-hour perio,"" but very few wocksheets
require more than one entry for each ele
ment. Furthermore, the significance or
m<1gnitude o( change is usually missing be
cause oversim~lified entries, such as
~increasin9/decreasing"or "yes/no·, are
used. Many aids available to forecasters
give preaictions of various elements in 6 or
12-hOur intervalS, but such detail is rarely
recorded on worksheets. Omission of this
essential 9ui~ance encourages forecasters to
overlook <l. netailed analysis of timing and
significance of major changes that should be
considered.

1.1.L. Poor Organization. The other major
deficiency ~rises because little thought is
given to arranging the data in a format that
helps digest the infor~tion recorded. En
tries are usually scattered allover the
page, different types of entries are made
for the same element (e.g. ~oisture indi
catec by dewpoint, temperature/dewpoint,
dewpoint spre<l.d, or relative humidity), and
when valid times are recorded, they often
vary. This lack of organization makes roost
worksheets di stasteful to use and of limited
value in deriving conclusions.

1.2. Guidelines for Designing Worksheets.
'l'he (ollowing features were used as guide
lines for designing a better format for
worksheets. The objective was to eliminate
the two problems cited above and to improve
use of available information. These features
Incluue the best of those listed in Af:STR
218 plus others believed necessary to
achieve the objective:

a. Provide a logical step-by-step process
for preparing forecasts.

b. Aid review and collating essential
inforll,;:l.tion.

c. Promote evaluation of data as it is re
ceived rather than just prior to forecast
deadl inen.

d. Depict data in a format that is easily
uerived, ra~idly entered, and quickly
digected.
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e. Minimize rechecks of data evaluatea
earlier.

f. l·lininize overdqht by focusing attention
on key predictors.

g. Provide continuity and consistency in
time anJ space.

h. Provide detailed information o~ timing
and significance of expected changes in
preuictors.

i. Flag times for intensifying local ~~t

watch or use of local farec.tlst studies.

j. Provide a record of rationale used in
producing forecasts.

k. Aid identification of procedural problems
and development of improved techniques
through forecast revie~ls, case stuJics, and
teclmical studies.

2. DESCRIPTION. This section Jescribes the
new format for displaying data on forecast
worksheets. Emphasis is on format only since
it is impossible to design a standard work
sheet that satisfies the needs of all units.
Figure 1 shows a basic wor~sheet designed
for Scott AFB, IL. 'I'his format is not really
new; in fact, it is very similar to the
standard time cross-section with two ex
ceptions. First, all information beyond the
first time group is a forecast. Second,
symbols instead of numerical values or
graphical plots are used to give a visual
display of the magnitude or "importance" of
various predictors. The time cross-section
format was chosen because it provides a
logical method for evaluating interactive
changes which take place in the atmosphere.

2.1. Selection of Times. The data to he
recorded begins \~ith the latest (OOOOZ or
1200z) available analysis packa~e. This
starting point was chosen because accurate
predictions of future conditions are di
rectly related to the extent of knowledge
about the initial state. Subsequent data

Table 1. Sytibol Definitions

~o~s.~t~ vL ~log~ 0L hey ~redi~tors 1n
SlX-;-,Vur illcr~r..e'its 5~anning the vd.1id
perio:': OL c..l\~ LvLeca~c. -.ir.1E.5 listed are
'3,..3lre..... c<.> the: nor."... l vallu tiihes or most
c~ntrali~eu pr~~s ~no Iureca~~ aias. ~or

SO;,,\! porall.ec.t::rs, ccntr",lizeu guiuance .... l1.1.
be: J,v.:::i1au.Le only i:1 ll-.Lour increments; in
~.I"':"H~ c~se~, int<i!rmeuiate cntrles must oe
in ter~ulateu.

2.2 ~election of PredicLors. ~:~en mdking a
(<.>recast, tile (irst step is to identity
major synoptic scale features, such as
r .:..Jge::.. trou'J~S, fronts, jets, etc., that
w1ll be influencing terminal weather. dext,
~arious so~rces OL tiat3 arc studieu to de
'/clo~ conclusicns ai>out the siJniticance of
moi:;tur"" temperature auvection, stability,
vorticity auvection and other key predictors
t.hat will prevail throughout the forecast
period. Predictors shown in Figure 1 are the
ones most frequently used to make general
forecasts of ceiling and visibility. Others
could be added, but these were chosen to
illustrate the principle involved.

2.3. symbol Definitions. Symobls, rather
titan raw values, were chosen as the means
for depicting the significance of most key
predictors. This was done because. their
influence can be adequately descr1bed by
such terms as strong, moderate, weak, or
neutral. These are the same terms we rou
tinely use in verbal and ~Iritten expla
nations of why certain conditions occurred
t)r were forecast. 'i'able 1 shows the symbols
and corresponding verbal equivalents. Also
shown are typical ranges of values for each
symbol; this SUbject will be discussed
later.

Carefully note the subtle but very important
order in which the symbols and terms appear.
The intent is to define the predictors such
that "i~" represents the threshold between
non weather-producing (a or -) and weather
producing (+ or ~ ) influences. In effect,
the symbols visually portray the "impor
tance" role or SIGNIFICANCE of each pre
uictor. 'i'he symbOl which best represents
conditions expected at each time would be

PREDICTOR

SYMBOLS

• I

Vorticity
Advection

(Units per l2hrs)

told Advection
(oC Per 6-Hrs)

Warm Advection

!'.oisture
(RN')

Strong NVA Moderate "'A Weak/Neutral Moderate PVA Strong 'VA

(~ 5) (2-4) (!. 1) (2-4) (~ 5l

Strong Warm. Moderate Warm Weak/Neutral Moderate Cold Strong Cold

( ~ 3°C) (i_2°C) (OoC) (l-2OC) (~ 3°C)

Strong Cold ~!oderate Cold Weak/Neutral !'.oderate Warm Strong Warm

Very Dry !'Dc.erately Dry Slightly ~!oist !'Dderately !'Dist Very !'Dis ...

( '! 65') ( > 65 < 78') (~78 < 82') ( ~ 82 ~ 90\) (~ 90\)
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I'ROG OOl! 12Z 06l/1 aZ 12l/00Z laZlOGZ OOZ/I2Z OGZ/laZ
SOURCE ANALYSIS PROGNOSIS PROGNOSIS PROGNOS I S PROGNOSIS PROGNOSIS

~~
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~~~

<
0
0 . ·~ ·

COLD TEMPERATURE ADVECTION
+ +

+ : ] .. -
+ + +· - N + + · - N + + · - N N + + · - N + + · - N + +

MOISTURE
+ +

+:I"-N+
+ + +· - N + + · - N + + · - N + · - N + + · - N + +

VORT I C I TV ADVECTION
+ + +

j--N+:
+ +

- - N + + - - N + + - - N + + - - N + + _ - N + +

HEIGHT VALUE/CHANGE

~ / / / I / / /
<
0 TOUGH LOCAT I (1·1 AND \lIN S0
~

""
, '".

00 ,
MOiSTURE

+ +
+ : ]-

+ + +_ - N + + - - N + + • - N - N + + - - N + + - - N + +
~ \lIHDS
<
0
0 · · ·~ ·

WARM TEMPERATURE ADVECTION

- - H + t - - H + t · - N +tj __ N+t · - N + t - - N + t
NO I STURE

~

- - N + t - - N + t • - N d I. N + t _ - N + t _ - N + t< -
0
~ wr Nns
~

· . · · ·
SURFACE MOISTURE

- - N + t _ - N + t · - N + t I· - N + t - - N + t - - N + t
BOUNDARY LAYER MOISTURE

+ + : I· + + +· - N + + · - N + + - - N + - N + + · - N + + · - N + +
BOUNDARY LAYER WI NOS

· · I · · ·w
u
< FRONTAL POSITIONS
~ If( \r R: \ h If{<

K~

~

l\ "v
SH,OWAlTER STAjll TV INDE

Figure 1. Basic WOrKSheet for Scott AFB, IL.



nli;,:ture of Ilater droplets and ice crystals
\lill likely have a relative humidity some
.,.'jlere JetlJeen the t\iO pure states; relative
humidities in pure ice clouds are inuicated
~y the dashed portion of the de~point Je-,
pression lines. :~ote that Jew~)(>1nt, dewpoint
rlepression, and relative humidities used
oQeration~lly ~rC! normally given ~ith re
spect to water. This is the relative
hu",idity that should be recorded on work
sheets - account for the ice versus water
differences mentally.

2.4 Data Sources. Figures 3a and 3b are two
examples of worksheets completed for Scott
AFB, lL. Normally worksheets should be
prepAred each time a scheduled forecast is
issued, but the OJ/1200Z Oct 79 worksheet
was omitted here for hrevity. This section
only discusses data sources in genera~; a
later section gives a more complete d1S
cussion of the two examples shown.

CONUS forecasters normally have several
pcssible Jata sources to he~p complete most
prog entries. Sources used 1n these two
examples are shown under the column. labeled
"Prog Sources". Unfortunately, entr1es for
most predictors must be glean~d ~rom more
than one centra1i7pd aid to oataln a com:
plete picture for the entire 24-hour peClod.
In some cases, the data are in terms of
oressure layers or heights versus pressure
surfaces. Other aids depict temper~ture,
moisture, anu winds in terms of he1ghts or
pressure layers rather than standard ~res

sure surfaces. In addition, moisture 1S ,
quantified in four differen~ ways (relat1ve
humidity, dew point depre~s10~, tempe~a:

ture/dew point, and quant1tat1ve prec1p1
tation). For these situations, the data must
be converted to some common standard and
mentally interpolated or extrapolated to the
desired level before a representative symbol
can be assigned. lIhen none of the central
ized aids are representative of expected
conditions, they should be modified based on
all available clues.

In practice, units should establish local
policy as to which predictor , sources shoul~

be stuuied by listing them directly on their
local worksheet in a format similar to the
example. The source used should be indicated
by placing a check in the parenth:sis ~o the
right of the source listed. For sltuat10~s

in which the forecaster modifies centralu.ed
guidance, the source labeled ·Personal~

would also be checked along with any other
sources used. When the centralized gUidance
is mcdified, cross out (Xl the prog entry
and place a square box around the pr~ entry
which best reflects your personal bellef of
what will happen. Nodifications should be
based on reanalyses of centralized products,
local analyses, satellite data, upstream
observations, discussion bulletins, or any
other met watc;) information which indicates
that the centralizeu guidance is unrepre
sentative.

marked by placing a circl~ or squor~ around
it. This allows the forecaster to scan all
the data and quickly determine the co~uined
effect on future weAther concitions. Thu::> , a
worksheet 011 ....hich all the double-plus
symbols (: ) are Jr.arked iMplies that it's
going to be a hectic shirt. Co~versely, all
double-~inus symbols (a) probauly mPdns that
there will be time to catch up on tilose
,Juditional duties and technical training.
Since the atmosphere rarely lines ever~thin9
up so perfectly, mo~t situations viII be
represented by a mix of symbols r~~ging [rom
one extreme to the other.

The ranges of numbers assigned to each sym
bol are merely ~ball park" figures to get
everyone thinking alike and to provide
uniform meanings for the symbols. In some
cases, these value£; may need adjustment for
individual locations. Don't get "wrapped
around the axle" and waste time in tryinf,j to
calculate precise values of temlJerature and
vorticity advection. For most applications,
visual inspection of the angle betl-'een the
contours and isopleth gradient will usually
suffice for estimating the strength of
advection. This will be easy after a little
practice. 'l'he same goes for other predic
tors; use symbols unless actual v~lues are
npeded for objectivQ rule& or other specific
reasons.

Relative humidity (RH), rather than ue~point

depression, was cho::>en as the standard for
describing moisture content. It was selected
primarily for two major reasons. First, gen
erally reliable progs of relative humiaity
for several layers in the lower atmosphere
are available in rous KWDC bulletins. Se
condly, comparisons of the amount of satur
~tion between levels of the atmosphere ar~

easier when relative humidity is used be
cause dewpoint depression varies with
temperature for a given degree of saturation
(RH). However, use of relative humidity does
not eliminate a complication that arises
when dealing with clouds composed of ice
crystals. Figure 2 graphically shows the
significance of this problem and variations
in dewpoint depressions. Note especially the
large differences in relative humidities
with respect to icp and with respect to
water for equivalent dewpoint depressions
(all with respect to water). For example, a
dewpoint depression of 3 degrees C at an
ambient temperature of 0 degrees C equates
to a relative humidity of i:W percent with
respect to both water and ice. fiolooever, at
air temperatures of -3~ degrees C, the 3
degrees C dewpoint depression equates to 75
percent iriI with respC!ct to water and 38
percent RH wi th respect to ice.

Figure 2 can be used to quickly convert
progs of dewpoint deprC!ssion to relative
humdities. Dashed lines 'were a~ded to
illustrate saturation differences between
\.;ater and ice when forecasting clouds
composeJ of ice crystals. Air containing a

VOLUMe" t!UtofBER 1
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DEW POINT - RELATIVE HUMIDITY
CONVERSION CHART

NOTE: ADAPTED FROM AWSTR 105-72. DASHED LINES WERE
ADDED TO REFLECT APPROXI~~TE RELATIVE HUMIDITIES WITH
RESPECT TO ICE FOR CORRESPONDING DEW POINT DEPRESSIONS
WITH RESPECT TO WATER.

234

DEW POINT DEPRESSION IN °c
rDEW POINT WITH RESPECT TO WATER)
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Figurl' 2. Oe'" Point - Relative Humidity Conversion Chart.
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3. EXAHPLES. ~'i1is section proviues further
ciscussions of the two corr,~1eted workshc(!t
examples (Figures :Sa anu 3b). Corresponding
satellite photos dnu analyses for the sur
face and 500mb level in Figures 4.1 through
9b show synoptic conditions that existed
ouring that period.

3.1 WorksDeet Entries. The remarks section
of the two eX3mpies describes specific
sources actually used and how the entries
were derived. Circles around symbo~s in
dicate that the information was derived,
inferred, or interpol~ted directly from the
prog source checkeC:. Some of the symbols
originally circled Ilere later crossed (Xl
out and a square placed around another
symbol. This indicates where tbe :orecaster
disagreed with the centralized guidance and
how the gui~ance was personally modified and
considered in the forecast. It also provides
an audit trail of rationale used to make the
forecast. Thus, worksheets completed in this
manner contain much of the basic information
needed for conducting shift change br ief
ings, forecast discussions, forecast
reviews, and case studies.

3.2 Forecastin9 from the \-:orlt3heet.
Predictors listed in the two worksheet ex
amples (Figures 3.1 and 3b) were chosen to
reflect synoptic scale fe~tures. Therefore,
a forecast made from this information alone
will be rather general in nature. 70 obtain
the precision in timing and other refine
ments needed for operational forecasts, this
information must be supplerrented with local
techniques, rules-of-thumb, analyses, satel
lite data, and clues derived from other met
watch procedures. Recommendations for adding
local predictors will be given later.

Try your h0'3nd at makiny Cl yeill:nal forecast
from the two example workshe~ts ann see how
well it ~uirles you to a conclusion. After
you reach a decision, look at Figure 1U and
compare your forecast with verifying obser
vations sho~n at the bottom. Worksheet
entries shown in this figure are actual
observed conditions for the times when data
sources were available. Entries for other
times are interpolate6 to provide a complete
picture. Overall, the two worksheet examples
(Figures ja anti 3b) handled the situation
quite well when compared with the post
analysis (Figure lU). using the worKsheet
alone, one could produce a reasonably
d~curate forecast of the events that tol
lowed with one exce~tion: The morning fog.
Even then the worksheet gave several clue5:
strong stability, light upslope bound
ary-layer winds, increasing surface mois
ture, and prefrontal conrlition~. The5e
signals alone ~hou1d be enough to trigger a
closer look in oeciding on pre~iction of fog
restrictions and timing. This i5 where
supplemental met watch procedures mentioned
above come into play.

3.3. Alternate Format. 3everal variations of
tile worksheet format and different predic
tors were examineci ]uring consultant visits
and at the local has~ weather station.
Although the original version shown does a
fairly good job of portraying the predictors
in the v~rtical, one still has to search the
.lata when looking at the vertical distribu
tion of a specific item (e.g., moisture,
te~perature advection, etc.). An alternate
format which groups and vertically stacks
like or related predictors is shown in
Figure 11. This example contains the same
information as shown in Figure 10, except
trough 1'osi tions I-Iere added for three
levels. Since this format was developed
after the initial version was tested,
feeJba~k is limited concerning fOrecaster
preferences. So~e ~ople say that it is
Slightly more difficult to fill out since
data for the different levels are separated;
others thinil. till! nlessage portrayed is
clearer.
'~'his alternate format also contains one
other change involving the analysis and prog
time sequ~nces to be used in completing the
entries. This change was necessary because
one of three prog sequences will be used for
each analysis package. The combination ac
tually used depends upon receipt times for
the analysis packages and schedules for
issuing forecasts. Additional guidance on
this subject is given later.

4. APPLICA~IONS. When the original guide
lines for designing this worksheet format
were developed, we tried to satisfy as many
of the requirements in AWSR 105-22, Local
Analysis and Forecast Program (LAFPj, as
possible. In testing the new format, we
found that it does achieve many of those
Objectives. We also found several other
possible uses not originally envisioned.
Potential applications are summarized below.

Cl.. 'I'erminal Aerodrome Forecasts
(TAFs). example ~,orksheets illus
trated earlier were designed
primarily for recording essential
synoptic-scale predictors needed
to produce TAPs. Other predictors
and rules used locally must be
addeu to achieve the precision
required for operational fore
casts.

b. Weather Warnings (Ims) and tlet
\'latch Advisories (l1fl'As). Add all
key predictors routinely used to
forecast \~ and ~IWA phenomenon.
See the ne~t section for details.

c. Forecasts for Drop Zones,
Targets, ~nd Other Terminals or
Areas. Detachments and Weather
Support Units can use this same
principle to produce met watch
:orecasts for other points or
areas. See the next section for
uetails.
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d. Local Bet Natch. By closely
studying the data as it is re
ceived and recoroed, one can
generally tell I/hen the local met
watch shoul,l be intensified (mon
itor radar and other Jata more
closely, prepare additional anal
yses, or complete other specia
lizec worksheets, checklists,
etc.). It will also help
forecasters stay abrea:3t of
developments and be bettp.r
prepared to ueal with bun.
forecasts.

e. Forecast Discussions and Shi ft
Change Briefings. 'fhe worksheet
provides an excellent tool for
leading forecast discussions and
briefings since it contains the
rationale used to prepare the
latest forecast and current
thoughts concerning the next one.

f. Forecast Reviews. Revie~s are
simplified because most of the
original rationale is inclurleJ on
the worksheet. 'rhus, review
efforts can focus on ~Ihy the
original reasoning was erroneous.

g. Supervisor Reviews. By
routinely reviewing unit work
sheets, supervisors can quickly
update themselves on current
rlevelopments to help with peak
workloads or prepare for briefin~s

and to identify soft spots in
individual and unit forecast
procedures.

h. Forecast Studies/Case Studies.
Observed data (OOOOZ or l200Z)
that is recorded in the first
column can be used to evaluate
local and centralized progs and to
develop and refine local fore
casting techniques.

i. Forecaster Training. Trainees
can learn good habits initially if
they practice with the worksheet
because it teaches the basic
principles o[ organizing and
studying the data in a logical
manner. 'I'his applies to new
forecasters and also to observers

particlpatin~ in the forecaster
preparatory program.

5. DESIGH TIPS: 'fhis section describes some
pitfalls to avoid and ?rovides suggestions
for desi9ning work~heets tailored to local
requirements.

5.1. Forecas t Scheriules and Prog Sequences.
~ach u~it will need to determine the proper
analYSiS (OOZ or 12Z) packages and prog
sequences to use for their TAl-' schedule.
This can be done by carefully studying
forecast deadlines and data receipt times.
Actual comhinations to be used for each TAF
can then be overprinted on the worksheets.
Table 2 is a rough guide for the analysis
and prog sequences that will apply to most
TAFs schedules for the windows shown.

Design the worksheet so that a new one must
be completed for each scheduled TAF. Since
several data sources are transmitted only
once or twice daily, there will be many
instances in which the same source must be
used for two or more consecutive TAFs. In
these cases, the data should be reevaluated
each t~me to ensure that it is still repre
sentatlve of expected conditions. Fore
casters must avoid the temptation to blindly
copy entries from previous worksheets.

5.2 •. Choosing Predictors. In choosing
predlct~rs, the worksheet designer must
compro~ise between two extremes. One is the
ideal case which gives only the absolute
minimum data needed to make the current
forecast. The other is inclusion of every
conceivable predictor that could be used. A
practical approach is to develop a combi
nation of basic seasonal worksheets and
supplew.ental worksheets, checklists, or
other procedures. Basic seasonal worksheets
should contain all predictors needed to
forecast routine or typical weather con
ditions PLUS "trig~ern predictors carefully
chosen to function as flags for intensifying
the met watch and accomplishing supplemental
procedures for forecasting special phenomena
(e.g. thunderstorms, fog, stratus, snow,
freezing precipitation, etc.). Examples of
trigger predictors would be a reliable
stability index which initiates use of a
thunderstorm checklist below a certain
threshold or a selected lOOO-500mb thickness
value which initiates preparation of addi
tional analyses and completion of a local

Table 2. Forecast Deadlines Versus Analysis/Prog Sequence.

FORECAST DEADLINE ANALYSIS PROG SEQUENCE

,. 04Z •0" OOZ 0" m 18' 00' 0"
:> 06Z , m 00' m 18Z 00' 0" m
,. 12Z , '" 00' 18Z OOZ 0" m 18'
,. 16Z :! 18Z 12Z 18' 00' 06' m 18'
>18z :5 OOZ '" 00' 06' 122 18' 00'
>OOz ~ 04Z 122 06' m 18' 00' 06'
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Figure 4a. 500MB Analysis. 3 Oct 79, OOOOZ

..
Figure 4b. Surface Analysis. 3 Oct 79. OOOOZ

Figure 4c. Satellite, 3 Oct 79, OOOOZ

..
Figure 5a. Surface Analysis, 3 Oct 79. 0600Z

Figure 5b. Satellite. 3 Oct 79, 0600Z
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Figure 6•. 500MB Analysis, 3 Oct 79, ]200Z

Figure 6b. Surf.ce Analysis, 3 Oct 79, 1200Z

Figure 6c. Satellite, J Oct 79, 1200Z
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Figure 7a. Surface Analysis, J Oct 79, 1800Z

Fiqu.re Th. Satellite. J Oct 79. 1800Z
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Fiqure sa. SOO!'m Analysis. 4 Oct 79. OOOOZ

Fiqure 8b. Surface Analysis. 4 Oct 79. OOOOZ

Figure 8e. Satellite, 4 Oct 79. OOOOZ

Figure 9a. Surface Ana1ysis, 4 Oct 79, 0600Z

Figure 9b. Satellite. 4 Oct 79, 0600Z
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Figure 11. Alternate Worksheet Post Analysis (02/2300Z - 04/0600Z Oct 79)

e. Forecast Discussions and Shift Change Briefings. The worksheet provides an excellent tool
for leading forecast discussions and briefings since it contains the rationale used to prepare the
latest forecast and current thoughts concerning the next one.

f. Forecast Reviews. Reviews are simplified because~ of the original rationale is included
on the worksheet. Thus, review efforts can focus on ~ the original reasoning was erroneous.
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technique. Some examples oC special pre
dictors frequently used in forecasting fog,
stratus, thunJerstorms, snow, freezing
precipitation, etc. are qi?en below:

5.2.3. Guidance Forecasts. Guidance
forecasts ~uch as model output statistics
(liDS), conditional climatology (CC), etc.
can also be recorded on the worksheet.
Comparisons ~Iith predictors are much easier
when foreca~ts are displayed in original
form for the same valid time. Entries for
the ·analysis· column s~ould be omitted
since they .... ill be of little value.

NATIONAL WEATHER DIGEST

snow versus freezing precipitation
forecasting technique.
Avoid the temptation to require entry o(
actual values for all predictors. A page
full of numbers just postpones the key
thought process of interpreting the sig
nificance of each value until forecast
deadlines when least time is available.
Unless actual values are needed for a
specific purpose, symbol entries are usually
easier to derive and digest.

5.2.1. Synoptic Scale Predictors. Here is a
list of predictors recommended for basic
seasonal worksheets at most mid-latitude
stations. It includes the primary synoptic
scale conditions that should be considered
in most forecasts:

a. Jet Core Location: Recommend
all seasons.

Low Level Jet
Freezing Ltlvel
[nversion lIeight
~hickness Values
Tropopause Height

Sea Sfc Temperature
Te~oerature (Sfc/Alft)
Oe~i~int/Depression

(Sfc/.\lft)

Winds: 300mb: Reco~~ended all
seasons.

500mb, 700mb and 850 mb:
Recommeded all seasons when
troughs are expected within 200nm.
Optional other times.

Boundary Layer: Recom~endeo all
seasons.

c. Frontal position: Recommended
all seasons.

d. Temperature Advection:
Recommended all seasons.

e. Vorticity Advection:
Recommended all seasons.

f. Height value/Change (500mb):
Recommended fall, winter, and
spring seasons. Optional summer.

g. Stability: Recommend at least
one stability index be evaluated
routinely. Choose indexes for
which progs are available or which
can be computed and which give the
best indication of impending
significant weather for your area.
h. Moisture (All levels shown):
Reco~~end all seasons.

5.3.
data

Data Sources. This is a list of major
sources available to most CONUS units:
a. Winus (Aloft): OO/l2Z Analyses,
Ske ....-T OU/12Z Observed Winds, NWS
l2hr Upper Wind Prog, AFGWC 109
Progs, and FDUS KWBC.

b. Winds (Boundary Layer): FOUS
KlfflC. Skew-T.

c. Temperature Advection (All
levels): UO/12Z Analyses, 00/12Z
Observed WindS/Temps, AFGWC 109
Frogs, and FJUM KGWC.

d. Moisture (All levels): OO/12Z
Analyses, FJUM KGWC, FOUS K~;SC,

New Composite Chart, LFM
Analysis/Progs. Mean RH/Vertical
velocity Prog.

e. Vorticity: LFM, Barotropic, and
Analysis/Progs.

f. Height value/Change (5UOmb):
Same as vorticity.

g. Stability: NWS Composite Chart,
LFM Analysis/Prog, FOUS KWBC,
Lifted Index, and Mean RH/Vertical
velocity.
h. ~!'hickness: SFC/lOOO-500mb
Analysis, 30hr Prog, LFM
Analysis/Progs, and FOUS KWBC.

5.2.2. Local Predictors. In addition to the
general predictors mentioned earlier, work
sheets should also contain other predictors
used locally on a routine basis. They would
consist of trigger predictors discussed
above plus others geareJ to local forecilst
ing techniques, studies, and rules-of
thumo. When the latter are not used on a
daily basis and space on the basic WOrksheet
is limited, these special predictors could
be included on supplemental worksheets.
Blank spaces, rather than symbols, should be
provided for f!ntries when specific values
are needed fOr a particular forecastin~
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i. Frontal positions: SFC
Analysis, SFC/IOOO-500 Thickness
Analysis/prog, neather Depiction,
Satellite, and SFC lIeat~er Frogs
(12, 24, 36).

j. 1<lisc T'ry Bulletins: FAUS
Rlffle/KGNC (Area fcsts), FPUS KWBC
(Public fcsts), an~ TBXX6
(Satellite discussion).

5.4. Overprinting llaps. Worksheets should be
tailored to the terminal or area oy over
printing small maps to depict positions of



 

frontal systems, jet cores, etc. An excel
lent source for maps of the size needed is
the Defense Happing Agency Catalo'] of ~laps,
Charts, and Related Products, Part I _
Aerospace Products, Vol II \';eather Plotting
Charts. The map chosen can then be traced on
to the master for printing.

For more flexible worksheets such as those
needed to produce met watch forecasts for
several different terminals or areas,
"bUlls-eyes" can substituted for the maps to
show relative positions of synoptic systems.
Bulls-eyes with two range circles of 100nm
and 200nm and four cardinal directions are
generally satisfactory for most appli
cations.

5.5. Record of Forecast and Amendnlents.
Space should be provided on the worksheet to
record the TAF and two amendments.

5.6. Forecast Reviews. Four or five lines
sho~ld be allotted for recording a brief
reVlew of the forecast. This space should be
adequate for forecasts that do not warrant
an in-depth review. When in-depth reviews
are needed, they can be recorded on plain
paper and attached to the worksheet.

5.7. S~pervisor Comments. Allot space for
supervlsor comments on strengths, problems,
and whether or not an in-depth review should
be done.

6. CONCLUSIONS.

6.1. Operational Use. Although the actual
value of this new concept in worksheets has
not been quantified in terms of improved
forecastig skill, experiences gained thus
far indicate that the potential benefits are
significant. It has reached the stage where
it can be used operationally. UndOUbtedly, a
number of refinements can be made, but these
can be accomplished by individual units
through experience, especially in the area
of integrating local techniques. This
worksheet is a new routine that takes more
of the forecaster's time; therefore, command
and supervisory interest will probably be
necessary to overcome nbtural resistance to
change.

6.2. Overseas Applications. The concept also
appears flexible enough to be used by fore
casters worldwide. Since the type and amount
of data sources will vary, some adjustments
in application will be necessary; but they
should not be extensive.

6.3. Workload. Supervisors will find that it
takes approximately 20 - 25 minutes total
time to complete the basic worksheet illus
trated, provided there are nQ major incon
sistencies to resolve. On the surface, this
might seem to be a lot time, but it's
certainly not an unreasonClhle amount to
devote to preparing an operational forecast
when one considers that this is where most
of the "heavy thinking" is Gone. IJorksheet

VOl.Uf.:iJ c> tlUHlJEri 1
entrie~ must he made as the data arrives _
not just prior to forecast oeadlines! Thus
the workload is normally spread over six- '
hour perio·js between forecasts. This is a
key point in successfully using the work
sheet; it promotes evaluation of devel
opments as they occur, rather than trying to
sort out what's happening at the last
minute.

6.4. Formal Training. This concept should be
tau'Jht in our technical schools so students
can learn proper habits from the beginnin'].

6.5. Ueed for Improved Centralized Guidance.
One of the most difficult problems encoun
tered in this study was development of
simple procedures to handle the incompatible
and incomplete centralized guidance provided
by AFGWC and NWS. Field forecasters should
be free from the Durden of filling data
gaps, converting data to standard units, and
extrapolating data to common reference lev
els before they can interpret and compare
progs from different models or sources. The
goal should be products which can be com
pared directly and which provide a con
tinuous and complete picture for at least 30
hours in the future. This will allow field
forecasters to devote more of their time
toward evaluating differences between
real-time developments and progs from
different models or sources.

6.G. Future Automation. The concept de
scribed in this report deals with manual
processing of the data; however, designers
of the AWS Automated Weather Distribution
System (AWDS) should consider including
similar capabilities in future equipment
being developed. Other systems in which this
concept might be applied are the NWS Auto
mation of Field Operations and Services
(AFOS) system and the Naval Environmental
Data System (NEDSj.
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